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Abstract
Users find comparing long meaningless strings of alphanumeric characters difficult, yet they
have to carry out this task when comparing cryptographic hash values for https certificates and
PGP keys, or in the context of electronic voting. Visual hashes - where users compare images
rather than strings - have been proposed as an alternative. With the visual hashes available in
literature, however, people are unable to sufficiently distinguish more than 30 bits. Obviously,
this does not provide adequate security against collision attacks. Our goal is to improve the
situation: a visual hash scheme was developed, evaluated through pilot user studies and
improved iteratively, leading to CLPS, which encodes 60 distinguishable bits using Colours,
Patterns and Shapes. In the final user study, participants attained an average accuracy rate of
97% when comparing two visual hash images, with one placed above the other. CLPS was
further tested in two follow-up studies, simulating https certificate validation and verifying in
remote electronic voting. The results of this work and their implications for practical
applications of visual hash schemes are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Cryptographic hash functions are widely used to guarantee integrity and provide
authentication on the Internet. Different use-cases are available including verifying
the authenticity of https certificates and PGP encryption keys as well as verifying the
proper behaviour of an electronic voting system. In most use-cases, it is necessary to
compare two hash values with each other; one is presented on the screen and the
other one is available on paper. For example, in the case of https certificates, some
certificate owners (like banks) distribute the hash values of their certificates (also
called fingerprints) in print media to their clients. If the clients visit the
corresponding webpage they can compare the printed fingerprint with the one
displayed by the web browser. In many verifiable electronic voting systems, voters
are asked to write down the hash value of their encrypted vote in order to verify the
integrity of the voting software by later (in the vote casting process) comparing this
hash value to a displayed one. In all the use-cases, hash values are represented by
long strings (the length depends on the hash function and the encoding applied to the
hash value). As a result, users are asked to compare long strings that hold little

meaning to them. Consequently, they are not very likely to perform this task which
decreases the security of the applications dramatically. In addition, users are known
to be poor at this task (Perrig and Song, 1999).
Visual hashes offer an alternative, with studies as early back as Shepard (1967)
showing that people perform better at interacting with images compared to text. With
existing schemes proposed in literature, people were unable to sufficiently
distinguish more than 30 bits. However visual hash schemes need to encode more
bits to provide adequate security against collision attacks. Our objective is to
improve the situation by developing a visual hash scheme where more bits can be
distinguished by people, i.e., that provides a higher level of entropy in practical use.
The contribution of this work - CLPS - is a visual hash scheme encoding 60 bits
using Colours, Patterns and Shapes. When tested in a user study where images were
placed above and below each other for comparison, the average accuracy rate on
images with obvious differences (easy pairs) was 100% and 96.6% on images with
no differences or hard-to-detect differences (hard pairs), i.e. users could sufficiently
distinguish two hash values. The combined average accuracy rate for both easy and
hard pairs was 97%. CLPS was further simulated in realistic scenarios and tested in
two follow-up studies: in verifiability in remote electronic voting where participants
achieved an accuracy rate of 73.4% on hard pairs, and in https certificate validation,
where they achieved an average accuracy rate of 78.6% for hard pairs. We discuss
the implications of these results for practical applications of visual hashes.

2. Related work
Visual hashes were first explored by Perrig and Song (1999) using images generated
from a computer program Random Art available at (Gallery of Random Art, 2013).
Random Art was initially developed to automatically generate artistic images. It
takes a binary string as input from which an image is generated randomly. Since then
some more visual hash schemes have been proposed and studied in literature: Flag
(Ellison and Dohrmann, 2003) and T-Flag (Lin et al. 2009).
Hsiao et al. (2009) carried out an online user study of textual and all three visual
hash schemes along with their own proposal called Flag Extension. The textual
schemes that were tested are Base32 (Josefsson, 2006), English words (Ford et al.
2006), and Chinese, Japanese, and Korean characters. To enable comparison between
these schemes, the entropy was set to a value between 22 and 28 bits. Easy and hard
image pairs were constructed for each scheme, where the authors defined an easy
pair as containing two images that were equal, or obviously different, while hard
pairs contained two images with hard-to-detect differences. Participants performed
the best on accuracy rates and response times for Base32, Random Art, T-Flag and
Flag Extension. Results from the work by Hsiao et al. (2009) are shown in Table 1.
Hsiao et al. (2009) argue that Random Art, Flag, and T-Flag can only guarantee
limited entropy as the only way to increase the number of encoded bits is to use more
colours, which makes the resulting images harder to distinguish. Thus, the number of
encoded bits would increase but the level of entropy would not increase in practical

use. For this reason, it seems necessary to come up with a new proposal to achieve a
higher level of entropy for practical use, i.e., people are able to distinguish any two
images that encode two different hash values.
Easy Pairs
Category

Accuracy
(%)
97

Time (s)

Base32

Encoded
bits
25

Random Art

24*

98

T-Flag

24

Flag Extension

24

Hard Pairs
Time (s)

3.39

Accuracy
(%)
86

4.77

94

3.21

98

6.31

85

5.30

98

3.93

88

4.02

3.51

Table 1: Average accuracy rate and response time results from Hsiao et al.
(2009). *Note: the authors estimated the perceptual entropy of Random Art.
Here, we provide the maximum number of bits that could be encoded.

3. Scheme development and pilot studies
In this section we discuss how the visual hash scheme was developed iteratively,
describe how participants were recruited and their tasks, and summarize findings
from the pilot user studies.
3.1. Original visual hash idea
People are known to be good at identifying geometrical shapes, patterns and colours
(Reynolds, 1972). As a result, we decided to base our proposal for a new visual hash
scheme on colours, patterns and shapes. An object is therefore defined by its shape
and the pattern and colour it is filled with.
A wide range of possible values for the parameters were selected through several
iterative discussions between the co-authors as well as with other colleagues leading
to the following selection: four patterns (2 bits), 32 shapes (5 bits), two positions (up
or down – 1 bit) and four objects in one image. Additionally, we used a colour
contrast analyser and selected eight colours (3 bits) that can easily be distinguished
by humans, taking into account colour-blindness. This resulted in 11 bits per object
and 44 bits for an image. Four characters from a Base32 alphabet (5 bits per
character, leading to 20 bits in total) were added to the image to further increase the
number of encoded bits. Base32 had obtained good results in the study from Hsiao et
al. (2009). In total, we can encode 64 bits with this approach.
3.2. Evaluation of the visual hash
We evaluated and improved this approach based on lab user studies, which allowed
the participants to be observed. Timing was important as response time data was the
usability measure applied to evaluate the effectiveness of the visual hash scheme. As
such, the lab studies were useful in ensuring that the comparison task was carried out
in a reasonable amount of time. The methodology used was the same in all user

studies during the development as well as for the final evaluation (see Section 4).
This methodology is described and justified in this subsection.
Hard and easy pairs: For the studies, we designed easy and hard pairs of images,
where an easy pair consisted of two images that were obviously different, i.e., in
which many parameters changed, while a hard pair consisted of two images that were
either equal or had slight differences between them, i.e., parameters were changed to
values that were visually close (for example, changing ‘Z’ to ‘2’). Note that this
definition differs from that given in Hsiao et al. (2009). In our work, equal pairs are
considered as hard pairs since all, or close to all, parameters of the pairs would have
to be compared by the user to determine whether or not they were equal.
Users’ tasks and methodology to collect and analyse the data: A PowerPoint
presentation was developed to display the image pairs on each slide, to allow
participants to answer whether the images were equal or not, to store the answers
given per slide, and to automatically deduce the participants’ accuracy rate and
response times and store this result into an Excel data sheet for analysis. Visual Basic
for Applications (VBA) scripts were written for this purpose.
The first page of the presentation gave an explanation of the study and the task that
the participants were to carry out. It also showed an example of the images for
comparison and explained what could differ. On the second slide, participants
entered demographic data, specifying their age, gender, and level of comfort with
computers. They could then begin the interactive part of the study. The slides were
displayed randomly; each slide contained two images, one displayed above, or next
to, the other, depending on the study. A participant then had to decide if the images
were identical or different and pushed a green ‘tick’ button to indicate that the
images matched, or a red ‘cross’ button to indicate that the images did not match.
When participants had gone through all the slides, they commented on their
perception of the study on one slide of the presentation, after which their results were
displayed, showing them the number of images they had correctly identified to be
equal or different. Examples of the PowerPoint slides used in the pilot studies are
shown in Figure 1(a) and (b).
While we collected three usability measures - effectiveness (accuracy rate),
efficiency (response time), and satisfaction (users’ subjective responses) – only a few
participants gave subjective responses on their perception of the visual hash scheme.
As a result, we only report accuracy rate and response time results. While high
accuracy rates are important, they are especially important for hard pairs as they
indicate the extent to which participants can successfully distinguish differences in
visual hashes, showing the scheme to be useful for practical use, e.g. when collision
attacks are attempted.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Image pairs in the pilot user studies: (a) original idea with images
above and below each other, (b) original idea extended with horizontal
partitioning line
Study Participants: They were administrative employees from a company, and
students and employees from a research institute and a university. German was used
for the studies, and participants were either German native speakers, or proficient in
German (i.e., used it for work and study). They were verbally invited to participate in
the user study. No compensation was offered. Participants were informed that their
task was to compare images, and they were to indicate if what they viewed was the
same or different. They were not trained on the image comparison task.
3.3. Findings of pilot user studies and scheme improvement
The original idea was tested with 16 participants (see Figure 1(a)). Eleven
participants did not notice that the objects in the hard pairs moved from the ‘up’ to
‘down’ position and nine participants did not detect a change from the ‘down’ to ‘up’
position. Additionally, seven participants were unable to distinguish between dotted
and horizontal-wavy patterns (not shown in the figure). In order to improve the
situation we inserted a horizontal partitioning line as proposed by participants of the
first pilot study. Furthermore, we replaced wavy line patterns with straight ones
instead.
This new version (see Figure 1(b)) was tested with 16 new participants. Here seven
participants did not distinguish the first object changing from the ‘down’ to ‘up’
position. Additionally, six participants were unable to distinguish the two centre
objects switching between the ‘up’ and ‘down’ position and vice versa. As the
partitioning line did not sufficiently improve the errors regarding the position
parameter, we discarded the position parameter (4 bits as each object in the visual
hash used one bit for position), and retained only the colours, shapes and pattern
parameters for the final visual hash scheme - CLPS - encoding 60 bits (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: CLPS image pair

4. CLPS and Base32
A study was carried out to evaluate participants’ accuracy rate and response time
results with CLPS and Base 32, both encoding 60 bits. Participants performed well
with Base32 in Hsiao et al. (2009), motivating inclusion of Base32 in this study.
Two groups of participants were recruited. One group interacted with CLPS, and the
second group with Base32. The study design was the same as for the pilot studies.
The study design and results of the user study are reported in this section.
Study Design: The easy pair images in this study were obviously different image
pairs, while the hard pair images were either equal or contained one or two
differences in them. Ten slides had equal images, five slides had obviously different
images and ten slides had slight differences in the images as follows: two slides with
shapes changing, two slides with letters changing (‘Z’ to ‘2’; ‘5’ to ‘S’), two slides
with colours changing (black to grey; turquoise to blue), and four slides with patterns
changing. This selection was based on parameters where participants performed
poorly in the pilot user studies. Image pairs were displayed randomly for every
participant. There were 30 participants and the average age was 34.7 years. The
youngest and oldest participants were 24 and 43 years old, respectively.
In the Base32 study, the text for comparison was 12 characters long (5 bits encoded
into one Base32 character, thus, 60 bits in total). There were ten slides with equal
alpha-numeric characters, seven slides with obviously different ones, and eight slides
with slight differences (e.g., one character changing, such as, 4NNKV4XTLPB7S
and 4NNKV4XTRPB7S). Image pairs were displayed randomly for every
participant. This study had 35 participants, who had an average age of 27.7 years.
The youngest and oldest participants were 19 and 63 years old, respectively.
Results: Participants took considerably less time to compare CLPS images than they
did to compare Base32 characters for both easy pairs (1.3s for CLPS and 4.9s for
Base32), and hard pairs (3.8s for CLPS and 6.1s for Base32), showing participants to
be more efficient at CLPS comparison than Base32. Additionally, the average
accuracy rate for easy pairs was 100% for CLPS and 99.1% for Base32, and 96.6%
for CLPS and 94% for Base32 for the hard pairs.

The results from this study show that CLPS might be a viable visual hash scheme,
with acceptable accuracy rate and response time results. Therefore, CLPS was tested
in follow-up studies simulating realistic use: verifiability in Helios (Adida, 2008), a
verifiable Internet voting system, and https certificate validation. These two studies
and the accompanying results are reported in Sections 5 and 6.

5. Study simulating verifiability in Helios
This study was designed to evaluate the use of visual hashes in the Helios Internet
voting system (Karayumak et al. 2011) to perform the so-called cast as intended
verification.
Study design: The easy pair images in this study had obvious differences in the
parameters, while the hard pair images were either equal or designed to have one or
two differences in one parameter, i.e., colour, pattern or shape. This selection was
motivated by the results of participants’ performance with CLPS reported in Section
4. Thus we selected parameters that participants made errors in. Image pairs were
displayed randomly for every participant.
Participants first saw a CLPS image displayed on a PowerPoint slide. They were
asked a brief, distracting question on a second slide, for example, ‘What is your
favourite ice-cream?’, and provided with multiple-choice responses. The third slide
displayed to participants contained another visual hash image and participants
indicated if it was similar to or different from the first one they had seen. This
process simulated the Helios interface, where voters would see a hash value (first
visual hash), select an option from several available options to carry out the
verification process (distracting question), and then view the results of the
verification, determining whether a second hash value displayed in a new window
(second visual hash) matched the first one they had seen previously. Each participant
repeated this process five times. Forty-five participants took part in the study. They
had an average age of 26.8 years. The youngest and oldest participants were 19 and
57 years old, respectively.
Results: Participants had an average accuracy rate of 96.7% for easy pairs and took
an average of 18.9s, while the accuracy rate was 73.4% for hard pairs where they
took an average of 20.9s. Note, the timing includes showing the first image,
answering the distraction question and seeing the second image as well as deciding
whether both are equal or not. With 73.4%, CLPS cannot yet be recommended for
use in Helios.
Colour and pattern parameters proved problematic for participants, with 18 and 11
errors being made, respectively. Improvements need to be investigated in future
work.

6. Study simulating https certificate validation
A study was carried out with participants comparing hash values for https certificates
represented using CLPS.
In the previous studies and in several pre-tests, almost no errors or no errors were
made by participants in the easy image pairs (containing obvious differences).
Correspondingly, we decided to only evaluate equal image pairs and images
containing slight differences. Both of these are defined as hard pairs in Section 3.2.
We therefore refer to them as equal pairs and slight-difference pairs in this section,
where the study design and results of the user study are reported.
Study design: Three out of eight image pairs were equal, while the remaining five
pairs were slight-difference pairs (for example, swapping one character). Participants
were given eight different printed letters from well-known online environments,
specifically online stores, social networking sites, and banks. The letters contained
instructions for participants to verify the hash values of the https certificates. The
hash values represented with CLPS for each website were displayed on a PowerPoint
presentation, and the image pairs were displayed randomly for every participant.
As participants clicked through the presentation, they would pick up the letter fitting
to the certificate on the screen and carry out the comparison. An example of a
comparison simulation for Facebook is shown in Figure 3. Thirty participants took
part in the study. Their average age was 38.8 years. The youngest and oldest
participants were 20 and 58 years old, respectively.

Figure 3: Comparing CLPS image for Facebook
Results: Participants had an average accuracy rate of 100% and an average response
time of 16.6s for equal pairs, while with slight-difference pairs, the average accuracy
rate was 78.6% and the average response time was 13.7s. Note, the time values are
not very informative as most of the time was spent getting the proper letter.

Fifteen participants made errors when the line pattern changed from vertical to
horizontal lines. Colour was also problematic for participants, with 12 participants
making errors with this parameter. The causes of these errors and possible solutions
will be investigated in future work as the percentage is too low to be acceptable

7. Discussion and future work
We have shown CLPS to achieve comparable average accuracy results to those of
Hsiao et al. (2009) yet also attaining higher entropy. Note, in both our first study and
the study conducted by Hsiao et al. (2009) this high accuracy rate was (only) reached
when showing both images on the screen at the same time and in the same size. This
is obviously not a realistic situation. Therefore, it is necessary to study proposed
schemes in realistic situations as in the other two studies. Here one faces new
challenges. In applying CLPS to practical use, the results obtained in both user
studies -simulating https certificate validation and simulating verifiability in Helios –
results show lower accuracy rates than in comparing two images both shown on the
screen at the same time. There are some more limitations regarding being realistic.
The participants did not receive a long training, only some information about what
can differ and what matters. In addition, they saw several images in a row and not
just one pair, then a different task and then again another pair. A more realistic
situation in the https certificate context would be that one sees a hash value, e.g. of
their bank, several times properly and then once a different one. Such situations also
need to be tested.
CLPS currently encodes 60 bits and achieve the same amount of entropy. This is a
first step towards a higher security level, but it is still not enough to guarantee
collision resistance in practice. CLPS can be scaled in the following way: for this
initial proposal, we used only a limited number of patterns and shapes. We identified
that certain patterns are problematic for users to distinguish. Therefore, in future we
will test more different shapes; but also see whether other patterns work better than
the current ones. We will also aim to add more objects.
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